Experience luxury yachting in
an exceptional way.
Experience L a g o o n 6 2 0

Discover this even more luxurious and comfortable catamaran.
Lagoon 620 “OPAL” is an innovative solution to the needs of today's cruising yachtsman:
beautiful design, strength, comfort & performance.
OPAL is ideal for the client who want to experience the art of living aboard in an
innovative way.

There is just nothing to compare to relaxing aboard this charming & luxurious catamaran.
The architects Van Peteghem-Lauriot Prévost and Lagoon R&D (exterior) department and
Nauta Yachts (Interior) fitted the Lagoon 620 with the latest developments in naval
architecture.
Lagoon 620 OPAL with five queen size bed en-suite cabins design is very accommodating.
Complete interior layout is elegantly incorporating wood finish, upholstery, inner liners, and
more. A functional flybridge can also accommodate guests thanks to separate crew and
reception areas. Saloon and cockpit are beautifully integrated and include “wet bar”,
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areas for lazing around and the option on taking delicious meals inside or out without
having to make any adjustments.

Lagoon 620 OPAL the art of living…

Lagoon 620 Opal, available for charter in Croatia, has 5 queen size berth

cabins (sleeps up to 10 guests), all ensuite, plus separate cabins for three professional
crew members.

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE:
• Service of 3 professional crew members (CAPTAIN & STEWARDESS & CHEF)
• Use of on board water sports equipment: fishing gear, towing ring, rib with 60 hp motor, sea
scuba scooter, snorkelling gear, water-skis, water tube, 2 x paddle board (SUP), floating mats
• Bedding, towels, beach towels & toiletry, WI-FI • Preparation of breakfast, lunch and
dinner • Car transfers within 30 km from/to boat home port
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS & LAYOUT
MODEL

Lagoon 620

TYPE

Catamaran

PRODUCTION YEAR

2017

PROPULSION

2X Volvo 150 HP

The Layout

Length over all
18,90 m

Beam
10,00 m

Displacement
33,300kg

Draught
1,55 m

Cabins / Berths
5/10
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LAGOON EXPERTISE
•

infusion-moulding for increased weight saving (important for a catamaran), an optimal
structure, and greater protection for the environment and shipbuilders

•

interior woodwork in Alpi® reconstituted wood, a sustainable source that comes in a choice
of finishes: light oak or teak

•

vertical glazing for better protection against the sun and optimal space and height below
deck

•

gull-wing bridge deck with two steps for greater comfort in heavy seas

•

VPLP design: performance under sail guaranteed!

ABOVE DECKS
•

double helm station provides perfect visibility when setting sail or manoeuvring

•

a functional flybridge that can also accommodate visitors thanks to separate crew and
reception areas

•

a large sun-deck forward

•

forward and aft cockpits: a private area or open to guests, depending on your mood

•

perfectly designed transom platforms for easy access to the sea when bathing or boarding a
dinghy

•

ease of movement around the boat thanks to flush deck panels and wide side decks that
make for a generously proportioned boat with a practical design

•

saloon and cockpit are beautifully integrated and include a "wet bar", areas for lazing around,
and the option of taking meals inside or out without having to make any adjustments
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BELOW DECKS
•

immense saloon with clearly defined dining, relaxing, sitting and navigation areas

•

lateral galley in the port hull includes direct access to the saloon and a separate exit to the
cockpit

•

owner's cabin in the starboard hull with private sitting area and direct access to the cockpit

•

luxurious, well-designed cabins with side access to beds, washrooms with separate showers,
plenty of storage space, separate heads in the owner's washroom

•

large hull windows and picture windows in the galley and aft starboard cabin give plenty of
natural light

•

indirect lighting in saloon and cabins provides softer light and the saloon windows can be
fitted with blinds

•

engine compartments are far from the living areas and perfectly insulated.
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SAILING DESTINATIONS
New destinations every day. Deserted beaches. Clandestine hangouts. Your own
playground on the water. Some experiences can only be achieved with a yacht. Discover
everything that the Adriatic has to offer, from the old city of Dubrovnik and Korcula, night
life of Split & Hvar, waterfalls near Sibenik, sea organs in Zadar, to hidden coves on Kornati
Islands. One thing is certain - You will embark on a beautiful adventure, no matter which
destination you choose.

BESPOKE SAILING HOLIDAY* Island-speckled coastline at your hand, no matter in which direction
you are sailing. Enjoy crystal clear waters off your private floating hotel.
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UNIQUE ENVIRONMENT* Your yacht is Your door to more than 1000 Croatian islands. Where to
go? Do not worry as we will create a custom-made sailing route for You. Your holiday will be
tailored to fit your party and your preferences. Each destination offers something a bit
different, too. Some are just now becoming leading destinations and they all surprise and
delight with their culinary heritage, their people, and their landscapes. Everything is designed
to help you slow down, relax, and savour every moment of your vacation.
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SAMPLE MENU
Experience gastronomic and oenological excellence aboard tailored to your preferences.
.
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CREW PROFILE:
YOUR CAPTAIN
Nikola Gjurašić has a vast of experience, being in yachting industry for nearly
30 years and passionately following a career like it is his very first day where
he can combine all his skills with his outgoing nature. He is an extremely
motivated, hard working and reliable individual. Flexible, adaptable and
comfortable in new situations.
He loves being around people (crew and the guests) able to communicate
well with all age groups, have excellent leadership abilities and enjoys
working as part of a team.
WHAT MAKES HIM HAPPY BESIDES HIS WORK, SEA & BOATS: Apart from his
yachting passion, he truly enjoys travelling to foreign countries and use
every opportunity to learn as much about their history and culture.

YOUR CHEF
Petar Ivčević was born born on April 16th, 1970 in Karvina, The Czech
Republic, with his permanent residence is in Split, Croatia. He attended
Zadar Vocational School and started his work on the sea as a waiter and
later on a chef. Sailed on different kinds of vessels including big cruisers from
the companies Royal Caribbean (where he mastered the knowledge of the
Italian language beside the standard English), Festival and Sun Cruises.
Firstly, he was working in well-known and established restaurants in Split, as
Chef, but as his first love lies with the sea he decided to go back to ships
where he have been working for the last 7 years. He positioned himself as a
Chef on yachts (mini cruisers) of deluxe and deluxe superior categories
owned by the most prestigious company on the Adriatic, Katarina-line.
For the last three consecutive years he have been recognized and awarded
as the Best Chef in the Fleet and have created the Menus for the highest
categories of the before mentioned ships.
WHAT MAKES HIM HAPPY BESIDES HIS WORK, SEA & BOATS: His great passion
lies in sport with which he have been engaged from his early age (running,
yoga and boxing are just a few to mention). He is a non-smoker and
practices a healthy lifestyle.

YOUR HOSTESS
Martina was born in 1996 in Split, Croatia.
She has plenty experience working in hospitality and true affection for people
any age. Martina is fluent in English and efficiant in speaking Italian. She
graduated at the University of Split with bachelor's degree in sociology and has
plans to continue her education in social science.
Opal stone promotes a sense of calmness and security. On the same named
Lagoon this stew will always be at your service ensuring a relaxed vacation so
you can create joyful memories.
WHAT MAKES HER HAPPY BESIDES HER WORK, SEA & BOATS:
Martina is a lover of all kind of sport activities! Snow sky - surf sea.
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